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THE EIGHTH ANNUAL DSR-TKR
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
April 7-10, 1971
Mark the dates April 7~10 on your calendar note. Ted Walwik of Indiana
State University- already has plans well under way for an outstanding
Conference in 1971. Those who did not attend last year's Conference
missed a memorable experience. Don't be left out again this yeai-I
Imporlant Change: Two-man debate wiU be power-matched in the pre-
liminai-y rounds this year as a result of action taken at the annual meeting
of chapter sponsors. Tliis will provide highly competitive debate for those
schools who desiie it. Four-man debate will remain the same as last yem'
at the request of the chapter sponsors. This means no power matching in
four-man debate for those who prefer less emphasis on the competitive
aspects of debate.
Everv effort will be made to provide a more important role for the student
members of the Society from recognition at the Annual Banquet to the gen
eral planning of the National Conference this year. Suggestions for achieving
this goal will be welcomed.
Some of the innovations of last year will be continued this year. The
opening assembly of the Conference on Wednesday evening will continue to
play an important role with an address of welcome from the host school and
a report on the state of the Society by National President, Jim McBath. It
is necessary for everyone to attend this mecrting because important announce
ments and business will be a part of the meeting.
The dinner party for chapter sponsors inid faculty with a social hour
proved to be very popular last year and will be continued this year. The
sponsor meeting in conjunction with the dinner, attended by almost 100%
of the sponsors and conducted by the National President, was .so successful
that it will be repeated this year.
The dinner party for students on Thursday evening will be continued
again tliis vear on the recommendation of the students. Entertainment will
be provided for the student delegates. The Seminar on Southern Politics
was highly successful last year and something of this nature will l>e provided
again this year.
The events for the 1971 Conference will remain the same as a re.sult of
the survey of chapters last year to determine Conference events as reported
in the November Speaker and Gaccl. Every member of the society is invited
to make suggestions for impro\ ing the National Conference. All must share
in the responsibihty for the success of the Conference.
George A. Adamson
Chairman
National Conference Committee
Your National Committee:
George A. Adamson, University of Utali
Kenneth E. Andersen, Universitv^ of Michigan
Gecjrge F. Henigan, George Washington University
George W. Ziegelmueller, Wayne State University
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THE CHANGING FACE OF FORENSICS
Jack H. Howe
Until the early 1960's no systematic attempt was made to preserve the
records of collegiate forensic seasons. Each season seemingly existed as an
entity unrelated to what had already transpired, or what was to follow. The
first eighty years of intercollegiate forensics in the United States have thus
slipped away from us, and any attempt now to resurrect what occurred dur
ing one of those years could only be done most painfully and frustratingly
incompletely from college papers and yearbooks, speech fraternity publica
tions, local newspapers, college trophy cases, and the failing memories of
aging participants.
Dr. Donald Klopf of the University of Hawaii sought to rectify this neglect
of the cun-ent forensic scene by conceiving and editing volume I of Inter
collegiate Speech Tournament Results to chronicle the 1961-62 forensic
season. He followed this with three further annual presentations. With
volume V, for the 1965-66 season, the author assumed the editorship of this
undertaking, and has produced a volume each year, including the current
volume IX which covers the last forensic season.
It has never been the belief of the series that the mere winning of tourna
ments is the ultimate goal of forensics, for to devote our hves as directors
of the activity to anything so evanescent would be an unrewarding existence.
On the other hand, to do well in a speech tournament, whether it is large
or small, is an accomplishment of which the students concerned and then
forensic director can be justly proud; yet, it is an honor seldom known ex
cept to the people actually attending the tournament and usually not by all
of them. How few of the tommament participants are actually present at
that final awards assembly! Far from overemphasizing winning by collect
ing tournament results at year's end and disseminating them nationally,
therefore, the author feels liiat perhaps a more nearly correct emphasis on
success is being accorded.
Infor-mation on tom-naments, however, is ephemeral. Few of us who have
dhected tournaments for a number of years can cast back in om- memories
and with any degi-ee of accuracy remember the winners of ten or even five
years ago, let alone how large the tournaments were or what events were
offered. Even om- files are seldom in suitable shape to recapitulate the
answers to these questions. Information about tournaments, then, must be
captured soon after they occur, and (as the author has discovered) one must
move as rapidly as if he were catching mercury from a broken thermometer.
The historian in the author maintains, however, that this is the data from
which studies can be made, trends can be discerned, and on which any
history of the forensics of our times must depend.
Originally, just the results of intercollegiate tournaments were listed in
Intercollegiate Speech Tournament Results, but as the years passed and
data collection processes were refined, the number of tom-naments reported
giew great enough to warrant fmther elaboration. Lists of the nation's
largest tournaments in regard to number of schools and number of partici-
Jack H. Howe (Ph.D. Nebraska, 1954) is Professor of Speech and Director of
Forensics at California State College at Long Beach.
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pants attending, more complete data on the National Debate Tournament
tlian could be obtained by schools Jiot in attendance, statistical summations
for the season, and finally the presentation of sweepstakes awards for o\ erall
forensic peiformance came to be included as featmes of the booklet. On
the basis of material compiled in those volumes and other data that the
author jioted but for which no place ui the vohmies could be found, taken
in conjunction with memories of a forensic participant and director spanning
a quarter of a centmy, certain trends in American lomiiament forensics may
be sketched.
Perhaps the most readily apparent change in the natme of forensics in the
past two decades has been the lengthening of the forensic season. Many
of us can remember during the early 1950's when our "season began with
a touniamcnt in the middle or latter part of Ncnember and concluded with
a state touniament or a speech fraternity "national" meet in mid-Nfarch or
early April. The last few issues of InfercoJlcgialc Speech Tournament Rc-
.niUx, however, indicate that tournaments now commence with the first
weekend in October ("workshops" occur as early as late September) and
for the 1969-70 sea.son, the last entries in the booklet are for the weekend
of Mav 22-23. Somewhere between the early 1950's and the late 196()'.s,
the forensic season slowly expanded at bt)th ends until it is now coterminous
with the school year. Actually, for some schools, the "season" either beguis
before tliey do or concludes after tlicir commencements. What this means
for an ambitious forensic director is that his squad must begin its debate
research dming August and September, considerably in advance of the be
ginning of the school term; what it means for student participants at the
other end of tire season is that they arc sometunos retained in forensic com
petition at a time when their own academic well-being suggests an empliasis
on final examinations and term papers rather than forensics. Be that as it
may, for reasons which the author feels he understands but of which he
does not necessarily approve, the extended forensic season has Ireen a notable
trend in forensics.
Almost as a corollaiy of the extended season has come more total utiliza
tion of the school year through encroachment of tournaments onto times
of traditional school holidays. Thanksgiving, Christmas vacation, and the
traditional Easter or spring lioliday all now offer tournament opportunities
for the squad tliat wishes to partake of them. Tire current issue of ISTR
could discover only two weekends—December 19-20 and 26-27 on which
no toiUTiarncnts were reported. Even Sunday is no longer considered a
student-faculty "holiday" and in the past few years a small but significant
numlrer of touniaments have arranged either to conclude or begin on this day
of the week. Tlic e.xplanation for the increasing favxjr found by vacation
and Sunday tournaments can probably be found in two reasons; I) as our
tournaments have expanded in size om- institutions have also utilized more
fully their facilities with the result that tournament directors find it ever
more difficult to obtain the rooms necessary for tournament operation and
hence ha\'e timied in desperation to times when their own schools were
not in session; and 2) the growth of forensic programs have led, in some
instances, to serious incursions on particular students' class time, and a
tournament held on a holiday avoids this. Perhaps this shift of toumament.s
to times formerly not considered proper for them is necessaiy, but let us not
forget that educational theoiy regards respites in the academic process as
important aids to learmmg. Should not the same, perhaps, be true for foren-
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sics? In denying themselves vacations, are directors and their squads sur
rendering time needed for "forensic recuperation?"
Not only has the forensic season become more lengthy, but the tourna
ments that comprise it have become more numerous. While no orderly
attempt was made during the early 1950's to calculate the number of tomma-
ments in existence, the author feels competent to assert that no more than
half as many tournament opportunities existed then as are found now. On
the basis of information supplied by eighteen regional sub-editors of the
Tournament Calendar of the Journal of the American Forensic Association,
the author, as editor of the Calendar, estimated that 477 intercollegiate
speech meets (including both tournaments and workshops) were contem
plated for the 1969-70 season.^ Subsequent information revealed that
twenty-nine of these for certain and possibly another twenty were subse
quently cancelled. This still leaves an average of approximately twelve for
each week of the school year.
Moreover, tournaments have tended to become larger. Information on
the number of students participating in tournaments is usually based on
estimates that perforce vary as to their reliability, so it would perhaps be a
mistake to rely too heavily on information included in ISTR on this cormt.
As to the number of schools attending, however, more exact information is
readily available and it is believed the ISTR figures here can be used with
confidence. Only within the last five years did a tommament sponsored by
a single institution attract entries from more than 100 schools. Then, first
Harvard, and subsequently Georgetown University and Tulane succeeded
in passing this figure. The Pi Kappa Delta Biennial conventions have man
aged to do so for some time but in that case constitutional provision makes
attendance virtually mandatory for member chapters.
But is it possible for tournaments to become both more numerous and
universally larger at the same time? Apparently, it is not. A comparison
of attendance figures (referring to the number of schools participating) of
the same 202 tournaments for which usable information was given for the
1968-69 and the 1969-70 seasons revealed that while eighty-four of these
increased in attendance, ninety-nine declined and nineteen remained con
stant. A conclusion might thus be advanced that the hmit of profitable
tom-nament expansion has been reached and that new tom-naments develop
only at the expense of estabhshed ones.
Within tournaments themselves, certain trends have also become apparent
in recent years. WhUe all these trends have been stimulated by a complexity
of factors, and it is impossible to ascribe any trend to a single cause, it is
possible to speculate as to the reasons that prompted them.
The first of these "internal" tomnament trends to be noted is the increased
length of tomTiaments in recent years. Twenty years ago, at least in the Mid
west, the one-day tomTiament was a standard feature of the forensic scene;
nowadays the one-day meet is becoming difficult to locate anywhere in the
coimtry. Within just the last five years, the percentage of tournaments re
ported in ISTR that were two days or longer revealed the rapidity with
which this trend is accelerating: 1965-66, 71%; 1966-67, 73%; 1967-68,
80%; 1968-69, 81%; 1969—70, 84%. Explanation for this trend can be
found in the attitudes of both the forensic directors who select tournaments
^ Jack H. Howe, "AFA Calendar 1969—70," Journal of the American Forensic
Association, VI (Spring 1969), 78; and Jack H. Howe, "AFA Calendar Supple
ment," Journal of the American Forensic Association, VI (Fall, 1969), 138.
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for their schedules and the tournament directors themselves. It is difficult
to justify for a budget a Icngtliy trip to attend a tournament that will last
a single day. The expense of at least two nights away from campus must
thus lie figured against the amount of forensic competition to be gained in
one day. At the .same time, tournament directors arc increasbigly interestt'd
in having the prestige of their touinaments enhanced by distant entrants
and prefer to host tournaments that will attract such entries. The interest ui
debate tounuxments that culminate in elimination rounds after a certain
number of preliminaries is also far greater tban in debate meets tbat offer
only a set number of rounds for all entrants, and it is difficult for scheduling
and taxing on participants to crowd preliminaries and eliminations into a
single day. As a result, it can be suggested that the day of the one-day
speech meet is virtually over and will remain only for workshops and early
season practice meets.
A second marked "intenial" trend concerns the division of debates in
tournaments. Here, the last few yem-s have witnessed the virtual disappear
ance of separate divisions for women. Tournament division for debate along
sexual lines was the original classification when touniamcnts began in the
J920's. Since that time, however, it has been imdergt^ing a steady decline,
although even as late as the 19.50's, separate categories for men and women
were found at a great many touniamcnts. During the decade of the 1960's the
move to reorient debate divisions along lines of experience {"Senior-Junior,"
"Experienced-Inexperienced," "\'arsity-Novice," etc.) oveiwhelmingly pre
vailed. Within the last three years such bastions of women's debate divisions
as the venerable tournaments held by Abilene Christian College, Baylor
University, and Nortliwestem State College of Louisiana were restructured
along "experience" lines. At the present time, the only section of the countr)'
where any significant number of senior college tournaments still maintain
separate divisions for women is the Pacific northwest. Four tournaments in
Oregon alone have such provision. Across the country, junior colleges still
prefer the sexual division, and utilize it even for their national tournament.
The combination of Pacific Northwest and Junior College tounieys, however,
accounted for a very minor percentage of total tournament activity. Ex
planation for the disappearance of women's debate divisions would have
to acknowledge first the opposition of women debaters themselves to such
classifications. For reason.? about which the author will not speculate,
women in forensics prefer to debate against men. A second explanation,
however, must lie in the fact that it has become an accepted rule for "mixed"
teams to debate in tlie men's divisions, and tlie "mixed" team is a fauly
popular combination with forensics directors. The result of subtracting
"men's" teams and "mixed" teams from the total number attending a tourna
ment has all too often left an insufficient number of "women's" teams to
maintain a profitable division. The cancellation of such dixdsions at the
last moment or theii" operation with only a handful of teams participating
has often left unpleasant memories that have caused "women's" debate to
decline still further.
'SMiat may be a third "internal" trend attracted the author's attention
while he was compiling ISTR data during tlie current year. Tlxis was the
small, but percentage-\vi.se significant, increase in the number of debate
tournaments that did not u.se the national topic. Certainly this is not new,
for various leagues and as.sociations have elected to debate nun-national
topics in thek single toiumaments for a number of years (for instance, the
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prestigious Missouri Valley League has always done so, while other groups,
such as the Arizona Intercollegiate Speech League, have done so on oc
casion). Again, the American Issues Tournament that Jon Ericson started
first at Stanford and then moved to Central Washington State has been in
operation for several years. This year, however, "off-topic" debate spread
to several new tommaments, notably those at the University of Oklahoma
and the University of North Dakota. The latter's tournament, held in April,
attracted thirty schools, and the author would assert that it was the largest
"non-national topic" tournament to be held in this country for the last twenty
years or more. The sponsorship of these new "off-topic" tommeys must re
flect both the dissatisfaction of directors and debaters ahke with the topics
provided by the National Committee and a certain uneasiness on the part of
some forensic directors that intensiveness into research on one topic has
reached a point with many debaters where it is precluding from debate both
persuasiveness of logic and persuasiveness of speech and reducing collegiate
debate to a duel with evidence cards. The author has heard a number of
his colleagues express the above sentiments far more forcefully than he has
just done, and is merely presenting possible motivation behind what may
well be a trend in forensics in the next few years—a trend toward tourna
ments that do not use the national topic.
In essence, the trends in forensics tournaments during the past twenty
years has been toward lengthier, more numerous, and larger tournaments.
The tendency has also been for schools to organize tournament schedules
allowing participation at a greater number of "distant" tournaments. As
an indication of this, the first ten tournaments listed in this year's ISTR
booklet that attracted more than ten schools as entrants gave 131 awards.
Of these, 68, or almost 52%, were won by schools located in states other
than that in which the tournament was held. If the very smaU and the
league tournaments that automatically restrict their attendance were ex
cluded, it is probable this figure would have been maintained throughout
the 342 tournaments in the book.
The flourishing external appearance of forensics, however, should not
necessarily be taken as indicative of internal growth. In an age of rapidly
expanding coUegiate populations when schools now have 10,000 students
that had 5,000 five years ago and 2,000 ten years before that, the number
of students participating in forensics has simply not kept pace. To cite a
personal example, the author taught twelve years ago at a small school where
almost seven per cent of the student body were on the forensic squad; it
is doubtful if today the same absolute number of students comprise the
squad at that school and certainly not that high a percentage. Two of the
schools that are most admired by many of us in the West because of the
"broad base" for their forensics programs are Stanford University and
Brigham Young University. Yet, even in these instances, squad size probably
does not greatly exceed 100 students. A survey by Harry Sharp, Jr. and
James J. Mruphy, of the University of California at Davis, in 1968, compared
answers concerning forensic programs of twenty-nine western institutions
with answers from the same institutions given to an identical questioimaire
ten years earlier.^ The comparison revealed that the squad size for forensic
^ Harry Sharp, Jr. and James J. Murphy, "Forensic Activities in the West: 1967-
68," Western Speech, XXXII (Fall 1968), 234-245.
(Continued on page 19)
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STUDENT DISSIDENTS:
STRATEGIC ROLE IN NIXON'S CONSENSUS STYLE
Rebecca Mowe
Richard Nixon's administration has been characterized by a consensus
style of leadership which attempts to draw maximum support from a broad
range of political ideologies. In a time when the Vietnam War and racial
conflict encourage polarity rather than solidarity, it is especially important
for a leader who promised to "bring us together" to find some other issue
for which he can arouse enthusiastic support and to use such an issue to his
advantage. Hugh Dalziel Duncan suggests that a strong unifying force can
be formd in hatred for a mutual enemy. "Nothing keeps love or friendship
alive more than a common enemy. PoHtical bonds, too, are often forged in
hatred for a common enemy; . . The unifying influence of hatred is a
recurring theme of Eric Hoffer's The True Believer, with Hitler's exploita
tion of anti-Semitic feeling being perhaps his most potent historical support.
It is the opinion of this writer that Richard Nixon is employing this unifying
strategy as part of his leadership style by capitalizing on the unpopularity
of a small segment of American society—campus demonstrators. In support
ing its thesis, this essay will examine Nixon's strategy to determine why
students have become his focus, how the strategy has been implemented,
and what might be its implications for future Administration policy.
Stewart Alsop suggests that to qualify for the position of pubhc enemy,
a minority must be viitually powerless in terms of voting strength, unani
mously opposed to the President, and widely hated by the public.^ Campus
demonstrators in particular and students in general fit this description.
Students are powerless in terms of voting strength, having less than two
percent of the voting population. For good measure, they are without
economic power, for although they have resources sufficient to make Madi
son Avenue take note, they do not have the kind of concentrated resources
that impress Washington.
Student opposition to Nixon has been made abundantly clear. His own
staff reports "total hostility to the Administration among yoimg people—just
as strong among those who supported him during the campaign as those who
opposed him."® And given the direction of Administration policy, there is
little hope of bringing the student bloc into the Nixon fold.
The extent to which student protesters are disliked by the general public
has become apparent only in the last year. In recent months, Gallup polls
have shown that Americans by a five to one margin hold students primarily
responsible for the killings at Kent State rather than the National Guard;^
and Harris pollsters have found that college demonstrators are more gen-
Rebecca Mowe (B.A., University of Oregon, 1969) is a Teaching Associate and
M.A. candidate in the Department of Speech, Communication, and Theatre Arts,
University of Minnesota.
^ Hugh Dalziel Duncan, Symbols in Society (New York: Oxford University Press,
1968), p. 102.
^ Stewart Alsop, "Nixon and the Anti-Kid Vote," Newsweek, June 15, 1970,
p. 112.
® Newsweek, June 8, 1970, p. 19.
^ Newsweek, May 25, 1970, p. 30.
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erally detested than prostitutes, atheists, and homosexuals.® The most obvi
ous reason for this hatred is public reaction to tactics of student demon
strators. But a second explanation lies in the failure of American students
to conform to the image set for them by the public. As Richard Poirier
writes, ". . . youth has ceased to fulfill the 'literary' role which American
society has been anxious to assign them."® Students are supposed to study,
and their natural habitat is tire Great University, an institution which em
bodies all the qualities society imagines itself to possess. When students
fail to play their roles, and instead attack the institution, society reacts.
Philip Selznick writes.
No enemy is so dangerous as he who threatens these valued principles
and structures . . . the haloed reverenced symbols of public weal, the
last bastions which dare not be surrendered, without which life itself
seems worthless . . .'
Demonstrators have become this enemy, and the American public has re
sponded to the threats to its values with a powerful dislike for students.
Campus demonstrators, then, qualify quite well for duties as blaek sheep
of the national family. They are powerless economically as well as in terms
of voting power; they are completely opposed to the Nixon administration
and promise to remain so; they are strongly disliked by the very people who
form the bulk of Nixon's support.
Students constitute an ideal public enemy. But has the Nixon administra
tion taken advantage of this? The extent to which Nixon has used the scape
goat strategy can be seen in the actions of his administration in dealing with
youtlr, and in public statements to the nation and to young people.
Nixon's actions appear on the surface to be the actions of a leader who
wishes to include all dissenting groups in his considerations. He has put
his support behind legislation to lower the voting age, arranged meetings
with student representatives, and initiated studies on problems of youth.
These are conciliatory gestures, attempts to assist students in making then-
ideas known. But these activities are designed not to accommodate dissent,
but rather to give tlie appearance of accommodation. Support for lowering
the voting age has resulted not in a workable Constitutional amendment,
but in questionable legislation which faces severe Court tests. Nixon's
previous doubts as to the Constitutionality of such legislation have been
conveniently ignored. His meetings with student "representatives" exclude
those students who disagree strongly with Presidential policies, and these
meetings and vai-ious commissions are window dressing for an administi-ation
that has failed to respond to student dissent. The hom-s Nixon spends with
his showcase commissions do not make up for the hours spent dm-fng the
post-Cambodia Washington march watching a football game. His actions
give only a superficial impression of concern for dissenting student views.
Similarly, many Administration speeches give the impression that Nixon
admh-es and welcomes dissent, while actually alienating students from the
Administration and the public from students. Speeches related to student
demonstrators and other youth are either conciliatoi-y or inflammatory in
nature, although even those which appear to be conciliatory are not intended
® Alsop, "Anti-Kid Vote," p. 112.
® Richard Poirier, "The War Against the Young," Atlantic, October, 1968, p. 63.
'' Philip Selznick, "Institutional Vulnerability in Mass Society," The American
Journal of Sociology, LVI (1951), p. 329.
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to appeal to the cleinonstrators themselves, but rather to the famed silent
majority and the small group of students wlio are Administratitm supporters.
One such speech was delivered by Nixon at commencement exorcises at
General Beadle State College in Madison, South Dakota. The student body
at Beadle Slate, not surprisingly, is ajnong tire ranks of Nixon supporters.
The address was advertised as an answer to campus revolutionaries, but
the choice of audience is indicative of the intention of the President to avoid
hostilities and serious issues. Not once in the .speech did he mention the
Vietnam War, the single most important cause of national student dissent,
nor did he speak of other sources of dissent. Instead, he delivered a glowing
tribute to .America, intoning the virtues of lilrerty, freedom, justice, and
human dignity. As he said in pre\'iewing the speech, "The challenge I
speak of is deeper [than physical confrontation]: the challenge to our values,
and to the moral base of autliority that sustains those values."'^ His speech
was conciliatory in that it raised no issues, but it did not constitute a serious
attempt to achieve consetisus with American youth. It did achieve two
things, however. First, it made the President appear to be a reasonable man,
sympathetic to young people, yet fully committed to American values.
Second, it implied that these young revolutionaries were exactly the op
posite—unreasonable, unthinking, and most important. un-American. The
whole speech was a comment (ui dissenters, but not to them.
A .second "conciliatory" statement was made by the President to another
gathering of typical American students in the same week, this time at a
Billy Graham crusade on the University of Tennos.see campus. Here the
President told the students that, "I am proud to say that the great majority
of America's young people do not approve of violence. The great majority
do approNC, as I do, of dissent."" In \oicuig his appros al (jf those students
who do not approve of s'iolcnce, the President is telling the silent majority
that although their sons and daughters, the "student majority." are basically
good kids, there is another group whose tactics are so undesirable as to
isolate them not only from the older generatitjn, but also from the valuable
members of their own. In this way, Nixon s rhetoric appeals to the middle
American parents who form his power base. One might get the impression
from this statement by the President that the group he considers to be un
desirable is verv small and insignificant, However, he does not consistently
distinguish between violent students and the non-violent. The prime example
of his failure to isolate violent students from the mainstream on campus is
found in his .statement following the Kent State incident. Despite the fact
those killed and injured were among his "great majority of America's young
people" who are non-\ iolent, the President made a sweeping indictment of
all present by noting merely that, "when dissent tiums to violence, it iinites
tragedy." It is not difficult to comprehend the harsh attitude of most Ameri
cans toward Kent State students when the President himself laid the blame
for the killings on the students. The polls on Kent State show the widespread
acceptance of Nixon's view and the success of his strategy.
The priinaiy effect of this first group of statements is the enhancement
of the President's ethos. He appears \eiy reasonable, very generous, very
dignified, veiy open-minded—in short, eveiything a president should be.
On occasion, he takes the offensive, as at the Air Force Academy, where
"Richard M. NLxon, "Campus Revolutionaries," Vital Speeches-, July 1, 1969.
p. 546.
" Time, June 8, 1969, p. 13.
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he condemned those who would have "America turn away from greatness,"
or as in his June 8 television address in which he decried the "mindless
attacks on all the great institutions," and claimed that our "great universities
are being systematically destroyed." (Note the implication of conspiracy.)
The reference to student "bums" is another example.
But for the most part, the Nixon strategy delegates these unstatesmanlike
attacks to the Vice President, who carries much of the President's authority
with little of the responsibility. Herb Klein, Administration Director of
Communications, explains that Agnew's "assignment is to explain in a mis
sionary way what Administration policies are and to seek support for them.
He fills a basic need which a President cannot do."i® Rhetorically, Agnew
fills Nixon's need for an agent to deliver what amounts to a restrained hate
message aimed at casting college demonstrators in a scapegoat role. And,
as Nixon has said of Agnew, "He has done a great job for this administra
tion." Whether or not Agnew is following specific directions from above
is not impoi-tant, for as John Osbome notes.
On things that matter, such as "the subtle dangers" posed to the nation
by impudent snobs and hberals "who characterize themselves as intel
lectuals," the President and the Vice President don't need much direct
communication. They understand each other perfectly."
This writer must conclude with Jules Witcover, among others, "either that
Spiro Agnew is abiding by the wishes or the command of his boss, or that
he is a foof^^
Giving the Vice President the benefit of the doubt, let us consider the
effect of some of his much pubhcized rhetoric. His most famous attack
sent middle America running to its dictionary to search for "masochism,"
"effete," and "impudent." "Snobs" they understood. And "snobs" they
liked, for it reflected the widely held resentment of the young elites who
form the core of student dissent. Agnew did not have to create a hatred of
student dissenters; he had merely to add the official seal of approval to the
intense dislike already present. That he is in great demand as a speaker-
attests to his ability to tell the silent majority what it wants to hear.
In the same month as his New Orleans speech, Agnew delivered an attack
in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, which was even more explicit in its approval
of anti-kid sentiment. Here he stated,
America cannot afford to write off a whole generation for the decadent
thinking of a few. America cannot afford to divide over their deraago-
guery—or to be deceived by their duplicity—or to let their license de
stroy liberty. We can afford to separate them from our society—with no
more regret than we should feel over discarding rotten apples."
This is perhaps the most clear statement of the Administi-ation's abandon
ment of a pure consensus style. Agnew is plainly saying that America (and
the Administration) can do without such un-American types, will in fact
be better off without them. The phrase "separate from our society" clearly
places dissidents in the role of social enemy. He even says that they are a
Newsweek, November 17, 1969, p. 39.
^^John Osborne, "Spiro Agnew's Mission," New Republic, November 15, 1969,
p. 20.
Jules Witcover, "Spiro Agnew: The Word's the Thing," The Progressive, July,
1970, p. 17.
Newsweek, November 17, 1969, p. 38.
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divisive force, indicating that national unity would profit from their "separa
tion." This single paragraph from Agnew's speech summarizes the thrust
of the entire Administration approach to young dissenters; they cannot be
brought into the national base of support, so they must be cut out and
despised.
American youth fill the requirements for a political scapegoat, being, as
a group, without voting power, totally opposed to those in power, and widely
hated. The Nixon administration has taken advantage of this in its consensus
style of leadership by using this hatred of a common enemy to unify its base
of support. Student dissidents have become, in Burke's terms, the rhetorical
agency rather than purpose. This strategy has been implemented in actions
and statements by the President and his vice presidential spokesman.
The analysis is not complete, however, imtd imphcations for future
strategies and policies are considered. Up to this point, the national dislike
for youth has been exploited with restraint by the Nixon administration.
Hopefully, this restraint will be continued. But there is every possibility
that the Administration may feel forced to extend the use of the student
scapegoat. Nixon has assumed the role of statesman very successfully, so
successfully that his association with McCarthyism has been virtually for
gotten. But there is no guarantee that Administration use of young demon
strators as a unifying force will not extend to the repressive stages, as did
the anti-Communist rhetoric of twenty years ago. Such fears have been
voiced by Alsop,i^ McEvoy and Miller,^® and Roscoe and Geoffrey Drum-
mond.i® Murray Chotiner, Nixon advisor in the McCarthy period, master of
the smear campaign, now back in Nixon's inner circle, has commented that
campus unrest is a very good issue to keep in mind for campaign purposes.!'^
Should the Nixon administration get into serious ti-ouble or should the silent
majority be faced with an rmacceptable defeat in Southeast Asia, someone
will have to pay, and if present strategy counts for anything, the most likely
candidate is on the American campus. Even now, Agnew's suggestion that
these undesii-ables be separated from society has the vaguely menacing ring
of repression, as did Hitler's "ultimate solution" of the Jewish problem.
Duncan writes.
The "perfect" victim is one whose power is so great that we must summon
aU our energy, cunning, skill, luck, and piety, to defeat him, or one so
beloved that in sacrificing him we give up something of great value."
American youth is both beloved and despised, a combination of feehngs
that has made it very vulnerable to the attacks of an administration which
has incorporated it into a consensus style of leadership. Hopefully, this ad
ministration will resist the temptation to transform dissenting youth from
black sheep status to sacrificial lamb for the American public.
Alsop, "Anti-JCld Vote," p. 112.
James McEvoy and Abraham Miller, Black Power and Student Rebellion (Bel-
mont, California: Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc., 1969), p. 5.
Roscoe and Geoffrey Drummond, "Nixon Could be Tempted," St. Paul Dis
patch, June 19, 1970.
" Ibid.
Duncan, Symbols, p. 146.
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CONTEMPORARY CRITICISM: PARADOX
AND PROMISE
Ruth Wallinger
The "now" generation advises us to "do your own thing," but rhetorical
critics apparently have difficulty deciding what they should do if they were
to take this adviee. Articles championing either contemporary public address
criticism or historical rhetorical criticism as being our "thing" have frequently
appeared in the national and regional speech associations' journals. Para
doxically, however, although the eritics of contemporary public address
criticism have been silent lately,^ the fruits of the advocates have not been
plentiful.
In 1960, for example, Anthony Hillbruner saw not only a "dearth of
criticism of contemporary speakers, but also, for all practical purposes, . . .
[a] complete absence . . ." of it by members of the Speech profession.®
Joseph W. Wenzel, reviewing The Great Society: A Sourcebook of Speeches,
said of this 1967 collection of contemporary speeches that "the most dis
appointing feature of the book is its lack of critical evaluation."^
There are exceptions of course. While only one contemporary criticism
appeared in the 1967 and 1968 issues of the Speech Association of America's
three journals, seven were published in Western Speech during that time.
Five such articles appeared in the Southern Speech Journal during 1968
alone, and many have appeared in Speaker and Gavel over the years. The
Rhetoric of Black Power by Robert L. Scott and Wayne Broclaeide pub-
hshed in 1969 also contains critical assessments of contemporary speakers
and speeches by speech scholars. However, the overwhelming output is still
by those who choose the historical speaker or speech to "do their own thing."
Apparently the argument put forth by the proponents of contemporary
criticism have failed to convince would-be critics. In reality, however, the
arguments have seemingly produced some desirable change. Perhaps the
positive results of them can best be understood by looking at these argu
ments as they have been proposed in the journals over the past twenty-five
years.
Loren Reid's 1944 Quarterly Journal of Speech article dealing with the
"Perils of Rhetorical Criticism" envisioned what was to come. He reminded
the profession that the usual suggestions given to graduate students as
critics of pubhc address were to pick an eminent speaker and be certain that
"the big man be safely dead and buried; the principal reason being the prime
necessity of critical perspective."^ However, with tongue in cheek, Reid
Ruth Wallinger (M.A., Colorado State U.) Is a Ph.D. candidate at the Uni
versity of Utah.
^ For all practical purposes, the last such article was Wayne C. Thompson's
"Contemporary Public Address: A Problem in Criticism," Quarterly Journal of
Speech, XL (February, 1954), 24-30.
® Anthony Hillbruner, "Creativity and Contemporary Criticism," Western Speech,
XXIV (Winter, 1960), 6.
® Joseph W. Wenzel, Review of The Great Society: A Sourcebook of Speeches,
edited by Glenn R. Capp, Speech Teacher, XVII (September, 1968), 252.
* Loren Reid, "Uie Perils of Rhetorical Criticism," Quarterly Journal of Speech,
XXX (December, 1944), 419.
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noted that "recently, some dwellers in the lunatic fringe have begun to
question the scholarly prohibition upon contemporary speakers as a source
of doctoral materials."''
Since Reid's article at least a dozen mguments have been advanced by
speech scholars favoring the view that the contemporary speech and speaker
are ours to mine. The most frequently heard one is that, regardless of the
weight of opposing view.s, at least valuable data would l>e preserxed in this
manner which would otherwi.se surely be lost. This argument can hardly fail
to plea.se even the proponents of historical rhetorical criticism for this will
at least "provide future scholars, who will have the advantage of historical
perspecthe, with observations of speakers as they .speak, of the immediate
audience as they listen, and of the public reaction shortly after the speech
is delivered."" Thus, even if conteinporarv' puldic address criticism is not an
"honorable" endeavour, it has immense potential value for the future critic
who would study the speaker after he is safely dead and buried.
Perhaps the next most frecjuently advanced argument in favor of doing
contemporary criticism is a respon.se to the time.s—everyone else is doing it
and they arc probably doing it better, so why should we not also do it?
Hillbruner suggests that we may Ix? cowards—that we are not daring enough
to try to compete with the perceptive, creative, contemporary spe^ech criti
cism which he sees appearing regularly in magazines such as the Saturday
Review, The New Republic, Harpers, and The Yak' Review.' Lester
Thons-sen proposes that the would-be critic of contemporary public address
i.s stifled by all of the warnings to be wholly objective, scientific, and pre-
cise.*" No matter what the reason for the absence of much contemporary
speech criticism by those in our field, there are many who propose that we
do it if for no other reason than to keep up with the Joneses.
Closely allied with this argument is the one that says we should be en
gaged in contemporary criticism because we are the only ones trained to
do It. Ralph Richardson asks,
. . . why can't we, mainly a.s classically trained rhetorical critics, operate
as l>etter reporters of speakers in their natural habitat, the affairs and
minds of men. . . . We can report, as rhetorical critic.s, even bettor than
new.spapermcn, the real issues upon which he [the speaker] seeks to
persuade.®
Wayne Thompson carries this argument a step further by suggesting that
contemporary .speech criticism may be our distinctive role, not only in the
academic world but also in society at large.'" After all, have we not long
coveted the living, dymamic, spoken word as the uni(}ue province of our
profession?
Another popular argumeiit in favor of contemporary criticism suggests that
such work can add to the fame of the Speech profession. Phillip Tompkins,
for example, echoed Hillbruner's view.s when he expressed the hope that
Ihitl.
"Wayne N. Thompson, "Omtemporaiy Public Address as a Research Area,"
Quarterly Journal of Speech, XXXIII (Octol>er, 1947), 278.
" Hillbruner, Western Speech, XXIV (Winter, 1960), 9-10.
" Lester Thoii.sscn, "Random Thoughts on the Criticism of Orators and Oratory,"
Western Speech, XXXll (Summer, 1968), 185-191.
" Ralph Richardson, "A Suggestion for a Project in Contemporary Criticism,"
Western Sjieech, XIX (January, 1955), 7.
'"Thompson, Quarterly Journal of Speech, XXXII (October, 1947), 278—279.
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critics of contemporary public address would gain the power and influence
of the music or drama criticd^
If the case for contemporary public address criticism had to rest solely
on these arguments, it would be weak at best. Fortunately, more thought-
provoking and substantial arguments in favor of contemporary criticism have
also appeared in the journals. Unfortunately, they have not been advanced
frequently and often have been discussed in other contexts. For example,
in an article dealing with a "hierarchy of research priorities," Tompkins
argues that contemporary public address critieism should be carried out
because it affords the unique opportunity to study the spoken word "received
from the appropriate medium (sound waves) via the appropriate sensory
channel (audition)."12 "In short," he says, "speech cannot be represented
adequately in writing, and even if it could, the perception and critical judg
ment of the message could be affected.''^^
Another substantial argument holds that contemporary criticism is able
to benefit society. Specifically, according to Hillbruner, it is capable of: 1)
calling attention to the best and castigating the poorest public speaking;
2) improving publie speaking standards; 3) making pubUc address "an art
form coordinate and congenial with, perhaps even superior to, that of the
previous 'Golden Ages of Oratory'"; 4) stimulating a "social climate in
which public awareness of the proper role of oratory and its accompanying
criticism would be as natrrral to the body politic as the value of other forms
[such as] writing, painting, or architecture is"; and 5) bringing into "proper-
perspective for layman and expert alike the ideal, so often theoretically an-
normced and so seldom practically demonstrated, that public address is one
of the primary tools of a democracy and [this] should hasten the day of its
ascendency."^^
Not only can society gain from contemporary speech criticism, but each
public speaker stands to get some benefit also from much the same treat
ment which we give our students. Hopefully, he can improve when he is
made eognizant of his weaknesses and strengths. This happens regularly
in the fields of drama, music, and literature despite the fact that some of
these artists say they pay no attention to their critics.
Wayne Brockreide argues that contemporary criticism can lead to establish
ing a contemporary theory of rhetoric which, in trrm, can set the standards
for future criticism. He asks:
Where is a critic to get his tools for analyzing the adaptive processes of
a speaker unless he understands the theory of adaptive processes? How
can he learn what is unique about a speaker unless he knows the norms?
How appropriately can he assess a contemporary speaker by applying
classical precepts derived from classical norms?"
In other words, while performing an essential critical task, the contemporary
critic is also the creator of new rhetorical theory.
Phillip K. Tompkins, "Rhetorical Criticism: Wrong Medium?" Central States
Speech Journal, XHI (Winter, 1962), 93. cf. Hillbruner, Western Speech, XXIV
(Winter, 1960), 9.
Tompkins, Central States Speech Journal, XIH (Winter, 1962), 94.
Ibid., 92.
Hillbruner,Western Speech, XXIV (Winter, 1960), 9.
Ibid.
16 Wayne C. Brockreide, "Toward a Contemporary Aristotelian Theory of Rhet
oric," Quarterly Journal of Speech, Lll (February, 1966), 40.
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WajTie Thompson alluded to three further arguments favoring contem-
poraiy criticism in his 1947 article which appear to be quite substantial.
He pointed out: 1) that the materials which the rhetorical critic needs for
his study are, perliaps, as readily available as they will ever be with the
possible exception of the speaker's personal papers; 2) because some speakers
such as lawyers and salesmen have no historical purpose and aim solely for
immediate effect, it is imperative that they be studied here and now; and
3) "if the significance, even the existence, of rhetorical devises lies in the
effect upon the audience, tiaining in contemporary public address is an
essential part of the work of any student specializing in rlretoric."'"
It would appear that the proponents of contemporary criticism have the
edge. Not only have most of the above arguments appeared frequently over
the pa.st twenty-five years in our journals, but all of them have gone im-
challenged since 1954. If one measures the effect of tlie apparently valid
arguments solely in terms of critical output, however, a paradox exists for
few scholars in our field have published contemptmarx- critiques in our jour
nals and l)ooks. If the effectKeness of these arguments is measured in dif
ferent terms, though, the paradox begins to disappear. That is, a healthy
shift in the view of the role of the rhetorical ciitic away from his being
primarily a judge of effect appears to be arising in light of the above argu
ments and close behind them.
The opponents of contemporaiy criticism ask how the critic of contem
porary public address can correctly identify the historical trends and situ
ations that will give meaning and significance to the speaker's words. What
valid indicator of effect does the critic of the contemporary speaker have?
Can he rely on votes? Can he rely on polls? Are any measuring devices
capable of ijidicating lasting effect? Wayne Thompson concludes that even
"the inclusion of supporting opinions and observations, although helpful,
fails to solve the essential problems: the questionable a.ssumption that com
paring an address with a preconceived yardstick promises a valid measure
of effectiveness."^®
Therefore, a different rationale must be present for the contemporary
critic to use. His role was summarized by Anthony Hillbruner in 1968:
The tnie role of the speech critic is to form these significant aspects
[ideas, habits, and value.s] of the culture by engaging in the debates that
develop them. He engages in the debates by criticizing the .speeches of
those who actively participate in the formulations: the politicians, the
statesmen, the agitators, the social and intellectual reformers, the theolo
gians and the spcctdators.^'*
The critic of contemporaiy public address, in other words, is not primarily
concemcd with effect. He can seiwe the speech profession and, more im
portantly, society in general in the ways suggested in the above arguments
by critiquing bis contemporaries without worshipping at the feet of the
baditional rhetorical criticism standard of effect.
Not only must the contemporaiy public address critic view his role in
ill s manner to "do bis thing" with a clear conscience, but, as Brocki'eide
^'Thompson, Quarterly Jourual of Speech, XXXIII (October, 1947), 279.
^"Thompson, Quarterly Journal of Speech, XL (February, 1954), 26.
Anthony Hillbruner, "Speech Criticism and American Culture," Western
Speech, XXXil (Summer, 1968), 163.
(Continued on page 22)
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STUDENT FORUM
TOURNAMENT DEBATING: A CASE FOR
GUERRILLA WARFARE
Richard Dean
After reading Wayne Brockriede's article on "College Debate and the
Reality Gap," I would like to explore some potential methods of closing
that gap. The problem (accurately described by Brockriede) is that tourna
ment debating is non-communicative and de-humanizing (especially about
halfway through the season when eveiyone has become an automaton) and
that tournament debating has no carry-over value to the pubhc dialogue
of the day.
My basic position is that a change will be brought about in tournament
debating only after a long, intense period of rhetorical "guerrilla warfare"
is engaged in by a courageous few. Mr. Brockriede bemoans the use of
jargon, cliches, trick efficiency devices and artificial sombemess. I share his
chagrin with these things. Those who wish to change this state of affairs
must be willing to pay the "high" price of defeat. The change must come
from within and it will come from those who refuse to conform.
The biggest deviation necessary to achieve a "relevant rhetoric" may be
in the attitude toward evidence. Evidence is necessary, but when it domi
nates all other reasoning forces educational value is lost. It is far easier to
read a new piece of evidence to dismiss or re-establish an argument than
it is to reason from already introduced evidence. The mind is rendered into
nothing more than a reading machine. After debating for fom' years in
college, I do not know how anyone could effectively use over five hundred
pieces of evidence, yet we all know that many teams carry several times
this number of cards with them. This volume can be potentially helpful
if one runs into a trick affirmative case. But maybe that case might better
be met with analytical questioning at the heart of the case than by sniping
at the periphery with evidence that may relate only tangentially.
Certain structural changes and innovations could re-orient the role of
evidence. Tournaments on non-national topics with identical evidence pro
vided every unit would be a better test of real debating skill than the
traditional tournament. Indeed, some schools have sponsored this type of
activity. This is one step that faculty might take. But in the last analysis,
the debater himself must make his own stand for a "relevant rhetoric." He
can refuse to conform. He can do his research but still place himself in a
dominant position over his evidence. As long as judging remains static, such
a course of action will result in fewer victories and trophies. But at least
the non-conformist debater wHl have the satisfaction of doing something
relevant: he will be learning to communicate his ideas and personality to
others. He will not be communicating to another only what falls within
the quotation marks of his evidence.
Undue evidence rehance also creates an enforced sombemess. I think
this is where "guerrilla warfare" must be waged at its harshest level. An
occasional joke wiU loosen up a particular round, but for a more far-reaching
Richard Dean (DePauw '70) debated for four years at DePauw University and
currently attends the Indiana University Law School.
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effect oil collegiate debate it will be necessary for teams to approach specific
tournaments with the intended purpose of having a semi-comedy session
within their rounds. One Fordham team has done this in recent days. At
the New Orleans tournament this year, a particular Fordham team com
pletely refused to conform. Their uegative disadvantages, which never
changed, included such foibles as how the affirmative plan failed to aid the
Indians (state gov'ts don't meet this need), the plan did nothing to cure
Vietnam which is America's greatest problem, and the plan provided no
necessary comic relief. These are both humorous and substantative dis
advantages, yet it was too much for everyone to handle and few would
clash with the disadvantages after they had le-established their plans and
advantages. This may sound like going too far, but I would think that the
teams Fordham met went to their later rounds with theii' minds a little more
attuned to the humorous objection and argument. If they got over their
shock, Fordham's opponents learned that debating could actually be fun
if they would let it.
The joiu-ney toward a "relevant rhetoric" is not only dependent upon
re-orienting the use of evidence. Other measures may be employed to
achieve this end. I think debaters should take part in the present day dis
cussion of issues facing college students. I think the time is at hand to re-
emphasize the audience debate and here the students can act on their own
if they run into faculty pressure to concentrate on touniament debating.
They can .set up debates on them owai. At DePauw, with faculty support,
exi>erienced debaters and regular "lay students" debated the topic: Re
solved, women should be kept barefoot, pregnant, and in the kitchen.'
Issues relating to the women's liberation movement were argued in both a
serious and humorous manner, hopefully combining the best of both possible
worlds.
A number of audience debates on different topics will force the debater
away from his evidence dependency complex. This proposal gives the oppor
tunity to close the "reality gap." When soldiers are invading Cambodia,
that should be what college .students and college debaters argue about, not
revenue sharing or wage and price controls. The national topic provides
built-in inflexibility and the only way to close the "reality gap" is to opt
out of it at times.
Audience debates on non-national topics do not provide the only way
to achieve a "relevant rhetoric," It is possible to approach a "relevant
rhetoric" from within the confines of the national topic. First, the natme
of the topics could be changed. One can make the feeble plea that debate
C!)aches should choose topics more oriented to value judgments rather than
facts. This might force people to think for themselves a bit more. In the
voting for the 1969-70 and 1970-71 topics, topics about greater freedom of
speech received the fewest number of votes, Obviously with things like
revenue sharing and wage and price controls to vote for, a topic like greater
freedom of speech was not empirical enough. The rhetoric of artificiality
calls for lots of facts and figures. Debaters might have to become more
philosophical if the nature of the topics were changed. But even though
the topic be apparently empiiical, debaters can still wage their struggle,
Thev can take empirically oriented topics like the guaranteed income and
argue them from philosophical principles. For instance, one could argue
for the guaranteed income l>ecause all men had a right to live free from want.
This could not l>e documented with L^S. Ncic.v or the Brookings Institute,
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but Marx and Arendt have thought on these problems. Such approaches
have been laughed out of rovmds and will continue to receive this treatment,
hut they prick the inflated bubble of hot empirical air.
In achieving a relevant rhetoric," the debater must not lock himself into
the formal debate structme. Group discussion, parliamentary debate, and
extemporaneous speaking are but a few of the options to be examined by
those interested in escaping from an artificial speaking mold.
It will be far easier for the non-professionahzed debate schools to wage
the campaign for the "relevant rhetoric." A varsity debater in one of the
schools that emphasizes winning could ill afford to subvert the old rhetoric.
His scholarship money might be put in jeopardy. So here the generalists of
the non-professional schools who debate for the experience and enjoyment
can render a useful service to their colleagues whose professionahzation pre
cludes change. The generalist can save the professional, or at least make
his lot a better one.
Those who follow this plan will undoubtedly lose rounds they would
normally win. And for what? This plan has no guarantee of successfully
changing the current debate format. But those who follow this course of
action will at least not have the experience of feeling like sellouts to them
selves and wasting four years on a format that is becoming irrelevant and
useless. I realize the reward of inner satisfaction will win few converts for
this plan. But when college debaters again leam to communicate as persons
to other persons, a large step will have been taken in closing the "reahty
gap." And the joy of this is (laymen's language for the advantage that
accrues) that debaters will discover that shedding theh one-dimensionality
will not only re-rmite them with the rhetoric of their fellow man; they will
also discover that this re-unification can be enjoyable.
FORENSICS (Continued from page 7)
participants ranged from 8 to 60 in the earlier study and from 4 to 75 in
the later one. This is scarcely an appreciable change, especially when it is
considered that the same survey revealed the number of tournaments tbe
schools attended to have increased from a high of 15 to a high of 40, and
forensic budgets to have grown from a high of $3,400 to a high of $13,000.
Our finances quadruple, our tournament schedules triple, but our squads
expand by 25%. Unless serious attempts are made to attract more students
to forensic activities the cvurent trends toward "bigger" and "better" tourna
ments may dramatically reverse.
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INTRODUCING DR. E. C. BUEHLER
Prof. E. C. Bueliler, Uni\er.sity of Kansas,
is now Dr. E. C. Buehler. He was awarded
ati Plonoraiy Doctor of Humane Letters by
the Uni\'crsity of Nebraska, at their midyear
Commencement, January 31, 1970.
"Bill" has been a member of the staff in
the Department of Speech and Drama at
the University of Kansas .since 1925, serving
as Director of Forensics for 39 years. He
was National President of Delta Sigma Rho
from 1942-1953, and until tin's year National
Trustee of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa
Alpha. He is the author or co-author of 22
bf)oks on debate and speech communication
as well as numerous articles in speech jour
nals.
The recognition printed in the program
read as follows:
V
E. Christian Buehler, a native of Sterling, Ncbru.ska, an effective col
lege teacher for almost half a century, is one of the distinguished pioneers
who developed forensics in higher education.
At the close of his militaiy service in World War I his division selected
him as a representative of the American Expeditionary Forces to study at
Kings College, University of London, in the spring and summer of 1919.
He received a Bachelor of Arts degree from Central Wesleyan College,
Warrenton, Mo., in 1920, and a Bachelor of Oratoiy from Nortiiwestern
University the following year. In 1923 he became the first student to
earn a Master's degree from Northwestern's School of Speech.
He began his teaching at Hamline University in 1921, continued at
Washlnini College in Topeka, and in 1923 joined the faculty of the Uni
versity of Kansas where as Director of Forensics and Head of the Speech
Division he earned a national reputation for effectiveness as a teacher,
for his writing, and for his leadership in his field.
Three generations of students at Kansas remember Professor BiielJer
as an innovator, one w ho kept in the vanguard of his profession. He was
one of the e:uly advocates of teaching fihns and won wide acclaim for
his work in adidt education especially in the area of business. Since his
retirement from the University of Kansas, Professor Buehler has accepted
several visiting professorships, including one at the University of Nebraska
in 1968. He has also continued his writing tuid the latest of his several
textbooks was published a year ago.
Professor Buehler served extensively with the leading professioniil and
honorary societies in the forensic field and in 1964 received major awards,
one from the forensic honorary, Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha, and
the other for distinguished teaching, from the University of Kan-sas.
The above was prepared for Speaker and Gavel by Leroy T. Laase, former
president of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha. The editor affectionately joins
in the sentiment expressed.
(Continued on page 22)
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
1971 NATIONAL CONFERENCE
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 7, 1971
6:00- 8:00 p.m. REGISTRATION
9:00-10:00 p.m. OPENING ASSEMRLY
THURSDAY, APRIL 8, 1971
7:45 a.m. Rreakfast for participants in Two-Man Debate and in the
Student Gongress
8:15 a.m. Breakfast for participants in Four-Man Debate
8:30 a.m. ROUND I—TWO-MAN DEBATE
8:30-10:00 a.m. STUDENT GONGRESS, Party Gaucuses
9:00 a.m. ROUND I—FOUR-MAN DEBATE
10:00 a.m. ROUND II—TWO-MAN DEBATE
10:30 a.m. ROUND II—FOUR-MAN DEBATE
10:30-11:30 a.m. STUDENT GONGRESS, Opening Legislative Assembly
11:30 a.m. ROUND III—TWO-MAN DEBATE
11:45-12:45 p.m. STUDENT GONGRESS, Main Gommittee Meetings
12:00 Noon ROUND III—FOUR-MAN DEBATE
1:15- 2:30 p.m. Lunch
2:30- 4:00 p.m. ROUND 1—EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKING
2:30- 4:00 p.m. ROUND I—PERSUASIVE SPEAKING
2:00- 4:30 p.m. NATIONAL GOUNGIL MEETING
2:30- 4:30 p.m. STUDENT GOUNGIL MEETING
3:00- 5:00 p.m. Seminar (Topic to be determined)
4:00- 5:15 p.m. STUDENT GONGRESS, Main Committee Meetings
5:30- 6:30 p.m. MODEL INITIATION
7:00 p.m. DINNER PARTY FOR FACULTY
7:30 p.m. DINNER PARTY FOR STUDENTS
FRIDAY APRIL 9, 1971
7:45 a.m. Breakfast, participants in Two-Man Debate and in the
Student Congress
8:15 a.m. Breakfast, participants in Four-Man Debate
8:30 a.m. ROUND IV—TWO-MAN DEBATE
9:00 a.m. ROUND IV—FOUR-MAN DEBATE
8:30—10:00 a.m. STUDENT GONGRESS, Main Gommittee Meetings
10:00 a.m. ROUND V—TWO-MAN DEBATE
10:30 a.m. ROUND V—FOUR-MAN DEBATE
10:15-11:15 a.m. STUDENT CONGRESS, Joint Committee Meetings
11:15-12:00 Noon STUDENT GONGRESS, Steering Gommittee
11:30 a.m. ROUND VI—TWO-MAN DEBATE
12:00 Noon ROUND VI—FOUR-MAN DEBATE
12:30- 2:00 p.m. Lunch
1:15- 2:15 p.m. STUDENT GONGRESS, Legislative Session
2:30- 4:00 p.m. ROUND II—EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKING
2:30- 4:00 p.m. ROUND II—PERSUASIVE SPEAKING
2:30- 4:00 p.m. STUDENT GOUNGIL MEETING
2:00- 4:30 p.m. NATIONAL GOUNGIL MEETING
4:30 p.m. ELECTION OF STUDENT OFFICERS
7:00 p.m. CONFERENCE BANQUET
9:30 p.m. FACULTY SOCIAL HOUR
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SATURDAY, APRIL 10, 1971
7:45 a.m. Breakfast, participants in Two-Man Debate and in the
Student Congress
8:15 a.m. Breakfast, participants in Four-Man Debate
8:20 a.m. GENERAL ASSEMBLY, TWO-MAN DEBATE
8:30 a.m. OCTO-FINAL ROUND, TWO-MAN DEBATE
8:30-12:00 Noon STUDENT CONGRESS, Legislative Assembly
9:00 a.m. ROUND VII—FOUR-MAN DEBATE
10:00 a.m. QUARTER-FINAL ROUND, TWO-MAN DEBATE
10:30 a.m. ROUND VIII—FOUR-MAN DEBATE
11:30 a.m. SEMI-FINAL ROUND, TWO-MAN DEBATE
11:45- 1:30 p.m. Lunch
1:00- 2:30 p.m. FINALS, EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKING
1:00- 2:30 p.m. FINALS, PERSUASIVE SPEAKING
2:00- 4:00 p.m. FINALS, TWO-MAN DEBATE
4:00- 4:45 p.m. AWARDS ASSEMBLY
BUEHLER (Continued from page 20)
The Gitation:
In recognition of the leadership he has contributed to the development
of forensics in higher education, with respect for his outstanding service
as a teacher and writer, and with pride in his accomplishments as a native
of Nebraska, the University of Nebraska is pleased to confer upon E.
Ghristian Buehler the Honorary Degree, Doctor of Humane Letters.
Dr. E. C. Buehler, your many friends and professional associates salute
you as one who by his achievements in teaching, writing and professional
activities has appropriately earned the honor bestowed upon you; but to
your close friends and professional associates you will continue to be af
fectionately called "Bill."
CRITICISM (Continued from page 16)
and Scott point out, "man must struggle to understand and to influence.
To do less than struggle with the issues of one's own lifetime is to be less
than fuUy human.''^® Perhaps the adoption of this view of the rhetorical
critic's role will increase the number of criticisms of contemporary speakers
and speeches done by people in our field. For those who prefer to "do
their thing" by studying the safely dead speaker, there is still the respected
view of the rhetorical critic's role as being to objectively assess effect and
the wisdom of the speech to give them a clear conscience.
Robert L. Scott and Wayne Broekreide, The Rhetoric of Black Power (New
York: Harper and Row, Publishers, Inc., 1969), p. vii.
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DELTA SIGMA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA
Treasurer's Report—July 1, 1969-June 30, 1970
INCOME
Initiations $2380.00 (Budgeted: $3800.00)
Investment Income (Cash) 4022.10 ( „ 4000.00)
Charters 200.00 ( „ 100.00)
Special Gifts — ( n — )
Miscellaneous 434.21 ( ,, 200.00)
Members-at-Large 20.00 ( „ 50.00)
$7056.31 ( „ $8150.00)
DISBURSEMENTS
Speaker and Gavel:
Issues $4013.86 (Budgeted:
Editor's Office 300.00 ( „
Printing and Postage 96.94 ( m
President's Office 200.00 ( ,,
Secretaiy's Office 1041.09 ( „
Treasurer's Office 200.00 ( n
Historian's Office 200.00 ( ,,
Maintenance of Records by Allen Press 711.28 ( n
Dues and Expenses re. Assn.
of College Honor Societies 290.31 ( ,i
Expenses re. SAA Committee on
Debate-Discussion 174.75 ( m
Membership Certificates 372.87 ( n
Awards:
Speaker-of-the-Year — ( ,,
Distinguished Alumni 26.37 ( n
Trophy for NFL — ( n
SAA Life Membership Payment 200.00 ( n
Student Council — ( „
National Conference 685.35 ( n
Miscellaneous 124.62 ( n
$8637.44 (
$4000.00)
300.00)
200.00)
200.00)
1000.00)
200.00)
200.00)
700.00)
150.00)
150.00)
450.00)
100.00)
25.00)
125.00)
200.00)
250.00)
800.00)
100.00)
$9150.00)
Deficit: $1581.13 (Budgeted Deficit: $1000.00)
Kenneth G. Hance, Treasurer
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF DSR-TKA
NATIONAL CONFERENCE, 1970
The following Financial Report is in response to some requests from
chapter sponsors. Hopefully it will help all members to imderstand some
of the financial problems of the society. It should be noted that the Uni
versity of Alabama contributed $1,500 to cover conference expenses and
that the National Council contributed $430.35.
The following expenditm'cs, not included in the report, help to give a
more accurate perspective of Conference costs. Total contribution of the
University of Alabama $2,600.00.
1. Approximately $1,100 of additional costs were absorbed by the Uni
versity of Alabama as follows:
$500.00 cost of maintaining buildings used for Conference events
during the University's spring vacation.
$100.00 cost of postage provided by the Speech Department (De
bate Squad).
$500.00 extra clerical time and administrative overhead. Office of
Conference Activities.
2. To reduce the cost of the Conference, only three judges were hired
at the usual fee of $50.00. The Department of Speech provided per
sonnel for the usual judging and administrative tasks as follows: 5
faculty members, 6 graduate assistants, 7 undergraduate students, 4
former debaters. Those twenty-two persons were provided with meal
tickets but received no cash payment.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Submitted by Annabel D. Hagood, Conference Dhector, University of
Alabama
RECEIPTS
276 Student registration fees @ $ 5.00 $1,380.00
93 Faculty meal tickets @ 11.50 1,069.50
276 Student meal tickets @ 14.50 4,002.00
Miscellaneous meal tickets 22.00
Cash subsidy from University of Alabama 1,500.00
National Cormcil 430.35
$8,403.85
EXPENDITURES
AWARDS (L. G. Balfom- Co.)
58 Certificates $ 103.53
20 Trophies 499.78
603.31
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ENTERTAINMENT (Student Dinner)
GUEST JUDGES 3 @ $50.00
150.00
150.00
MEALS*
Br.—lu. Th., Fri., Sat.
Student dinner
Faculty dinner
Gonference banquet
SEGRETARIAL HELP (during conference)
SEMINAR ON SOUTHERN POLITIGS ______
(honoraria for 3 speakers)
PUBLICITY PICTURES
2,685.75
868.38
618.00
1,990.00
6,162.13
150.00
220.00
50.00
\j
LOCAL TRANSPORTATION
Chartered buses
Personal cars
University cars
MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
Address labels
Duphcated materials
Time cards
Ballots
Office supplies
Covers for Conference booklet
Signs
POSTAGE
LONG DISTANCE CALLS
FLOWERS (banquet and dinners)
PLANNING LUNCHEON
TOTAL
160.00
79.80
16.10
7.00
89.14
19.47
60.00
93.44
132.65
19.00
255.90
420.70
100.22
82.20
47.92
11.47
3,403.85
' Cost of faculty social hours included in cost of meals.
The National Conference as revealed in this report turns out to be a
genuine bargain for participating members, but a heavy responsibihty for
the host school.
Your Conference Committee
George A. Adamson, Chairman
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NEW INITIATES OF DSR-TKA-1969-70
UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA
Joseph Winters Perkins
fohn DiU'id Saxon
Tun D. Raines
ALBION COLLEGE
John H. McKcndry
Melinda Shriver
BALL STATE UNIVERSITY
John Tht)mas Russell
BATES COLLEGE
Dennis CaiTeton Foss
Alan David Hyde
John Victor Shea
Jeffrey Kent Tulis
Robin Michael Wright
BEREA COLLEGE
Ciladey June ChrLsley
Roy L. Moore
Elizabeth Kay Walker
UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT
Margaret Anne A\'delotle
C'arol Linda Detsk\-
Stephen George Lakis
Francis Kenneth Stokes
BUTLER UNIVERSITY
Karen Kristine Sandstrora
[ohii Theodore Swanson
Peter Gerard Tainulonis
CALIFORNIA STATE AT LONG
BEACH
Richard Duane Carroll
Janet Maria Martinez
CAPITAL UNIVERSITY
Donald Ralph Doerzbacher
Barbara Gleo Herbert
Thomas H. Langevin
Gary Leopard
John Thomas Ludlum
Rebecca Jo Scholl
CARLOW COLLEGE
Janice Louise D'Antoni
THE CREIGHTON UNIVERSITY
Joseph Francis Bataillon
UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI
Geoff Braden
Thomas Morrow
John Howard Appel
Mary Etta Bennett
Elizabetli Anne Emish
Michael James Murtaugh
James Forney Pelowski
DENISON UNIVERSITY
Lany Donald Amberger
DEPAUW UNIVERSITY
Brenda Depew
DUKE UNIVERSITY
Frances Mina Johnson
Weyland Douglas Poe
EMERSON COLLEGE
Duane Lee Kimball
Peter Garrard Meade
Stuart Myers
James Timothy Shelvin
EMORY UNIVERSITY
Nicholas Anthony Lotite
Merry Melissa Maxey
THE FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
Jack Ab a Castro
Stephen Calvert Craig
James Benjamin Curasi
Gary Neil Garten
John Wylie Humphries
Elizabeth Ann McGee
Candace Susan Walch
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
Gregory Hunter Mathews
Lmda Sue Schulman
Stephen \'etenson Rosin
GEORGE WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY
Michael Albert Newcity
Kenneth Edward Jolmson
GRINNELL COLLEGE
Andrew V. Hauser
Paul A. Lewis
HAMPTON INSTITUTE
Carole Bemice Browne
Evelyn EUzabeth Miles
HANOVER COLLEGE
Barbara Gail Blair
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UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
Richard Hadley Case
Richard Garcia
Kerrianne K. N. Kau
Beverly Kwai Lan Lum
Roy Tokuo Tamashiro
INDIANA UNIVERSITY
Charles Harry Chambers
Robert Edward Goodin
Clark Douglas Kimball
Bradley Louis Williams
JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY
Mark Edward Staib
KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
Susan Christina Slinkman
William Joseph Gaughan
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS
Donald J. Hunt
Neil J. Stempleman
KING'S COLLEGE
Joseph Pasco Famalette
George Paul dePozagay
C. W. POST COLLEGE OF
LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY
Raymond Thomas Olszewski
David Patrick Towey
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Newton Burgess Jackson
Thomas Wesley Kirby
Lawrence Louis Langston
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
Bonnie Joy Buenger
Michael James Barren
Gail Aldrich Gresock
Deborah Jennings
Joseph David Pincus
J. Brooks Specter
Robert H. Rosenbaum
Bonnie Jean Newkirk
Theresa Ann Kleinkauf
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSEHS
Deborah Arm Flaherty
Henry Press Bamhill
Garol Roberta Pollard
MEMPHIS STATE UNIVERSITY
Edward Arthm- Rasdale
WiUiam Robert Manuel
MERCER UNIVERSITY
Allen Frankhn Wallace
William Arthur Gragg
MIAMI UNIVERSITY
Phyllis Sue Dewine
Belinda Ban-
Greg Coulles
Janet Horlander
Sandy Mayes
Deborah M. Peters
Karen Kay Smith
Linda Gwen Worley
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI
Robert Owen Bicker
Robert Bruce Grawford III
James Louis Williamson
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
Joseph Angelo Gambian
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA
Emily Elspeth Camero
David Alan Domina
Stephanie Frances Scholtes
Bruce Eugene Wimmer
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA
Paula Ann Pinjuv
Craig Iwao Ihara
Thomas William Sawyer
Mark Handelsman
Robert James Fry
Kathrine Irene Beming
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Orlando Sedillo
Anne Paula Schodorf
Jo Ann Kelly
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Richard Hiram Kravitz
Harvey Steven Bluestain
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
Ted Aldine Culler
Thomas Franklin Foster
David Samuel Owens Kruse
Joseph Finckney McGuire
Louis Worth Nanney, Jr.
Edith Doreen Williams
OBERLIN COLLEGE
Robert Frank Rich
OCCIDENTAL COLLEGE
Lee Allen Hartman
Dana Robert Gillette
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PURDUE UNIVERSITY
Paul Richard Saunders
Scatt Reeder Rahiiestock
ST. ANSELM'S COLLEGE
George Gerard Oisen
ST. JOHN'S UNIVERSITY
Anton Borodiiui
Donald Bracken
James A. Bradley
lf)hn Bropliy
Howard Buck
(airole Cassidy
Frank Chambers
Patricia Cleland
.Aileen Danaher
Helene Donnelly
Ann Garaham
Suzanne Guides
James J. Hall
Girard Heneghcn
Raymond Hermida
Thos. D. Houchin
Carlo Manganillo
Anlhoney Marinates
Patricia McKeen
Kevin McMuIlen
Brian McNamara
SaK alore Mollica
Thos. Monoghaii
Barbara Morris
Inseph Muenkcl
\\'m. C. Muller
Robert N. Renck
Edwin N. Rowley
Susan Rowley
Lv'dia Rymashewsky
Carol Sheedy
Eileen Shields
Brian Smith
Eileen Slapleton
Cheryl Tobin
John Urban
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
SANTA BARBARA
Roy Morse Brisbois
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH ALABAMA
Donnie Edward Aknidge
Paul William Greene
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
Gaiv Bickford Smith
SOUTHWEST MISSOURI STATE
COLLEGE
Marijan W. Paskov
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
Perry Dee Mocciaro
Larry Stcphan Kaplan
SPRING HILL COLLEGE
Josepii F. Danner
Lawrence E. Ackcls, jr.
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
James Bernard McHugh
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
Patricia Anne Mansell
Kenneth McHam
Arthur James Nolan
Alan Rider Scott
N'irgil Jackson Smith
TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY
Grace Elizabeth McKinney
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
Joanne Mae Pappa.s
Julia Marie Carlson
Jerry Wayne James
Patrice ^ IerI•elI
VALDOSTA STATE COLLEGE
Elinor Davis
Nadeen Wunatka Green
Elissa Ann Landey
Linda Karen Luke
Marcia Jane Owens
Riley Ray Wade
UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT
Edward Hugh Burrington
Elizabeth Anne Fletcher
Lydia Marie Harvey
Ellen Dana Hoffman
Richard Dennis Rau
Carol R. Salmon
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC
INSTITUTE
Wason Timothy Campbell
WABASH COLLEGE
David List McDonald
John Louis Ryder
Richard White
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WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY
Steven Barney Harvey
Larry Edward Penley
Robert Edward Frank
Keith Watson Vaughan
Russell Lavem Stout
Ann Margaret Wood
WASHINGTON & JEFFERSON
COLLEGE
Bryan Collier Birkeland
Robert Tovell Crothers
Michael Stuart Weiner
WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY
Linda Michele Fidler
WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
John Russell Lyne
Roy Thomas Gentry
Stephen Chase Todd
Walter Alexander Ward
WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Joseph William Zuia
WHITTIER COLLEGE
Douglas Kenneth Clark
Thos. Paul Dovidie
Robert Eaii Dye
Steven Duane Hultquist
Francine Pyne Kessler
Sinara Atull
Steven Y'Barra
WICHITA STATE UNIVERSITY
Evelyn Jean Adams
Patricia Lynn Stevens
Valerie Renee Swartz
Warren Dale Decker
WILLIAMETTE UNIVERSITY
Joseph Fuiten
Ric Allen Weaver
COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY
Louis F. Lobenhofer
THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
Pamela Wegner
Steven Stolper
Eric Wendorff
Edward P. Matrejek
Ronald R. Allen
Lloyd F. Bitzer
Edwin Black
Otto Zerwick
COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
Melinda Anne Pierce
Wm. Allen Wiley
Marguerite Fay VanVleck
XAVIER UNIVERSITY
Gregory R. Bm-winkel
E. Daniel Hannen
William V. DePaulo
Thos. E. Jacobs
Tyrone G. Butler
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Chapters and Sponsors
Chapter Nome, Address Faculty Sponsor
Alabama, University, Ala Annabel D. Hogood
Albion, Albion, Michigon . . . . Jon Fitzgeroid
Almo, Alma, Michigan - Kenneth Ploxton
American, Washington, D.C — Jerome B. Polisky
Arkansas, Foyettevilie, Ark Jimmie Neal Rogers
Auburn, Auburn, Ala - . .. . . Frank B. Smith
Bali State, Muncie, ind. - David W. Shepord
Bates, Lewiston, Me — Thomas Moser
Berea, Bereo, Kentucky - Morgaret D. McCoy
Birmingham-Southern, Birmingham, Ala. Robert A. Dayton
Bridgeport, Bridgeport, Conn. . E. F. Evans, Jr.
Bridgewater, Bridgewater, Vo Roger E, Sappington
Brigham Young, Provo, Utah . .. . Jed J. Richardson
Brooklyn, Brooklyn, N.Y - Donold Springen
Brown, Providence, R.I Jifti Townsend
Bucknell, Lewisburg, Po. Frank W. Merritt
Butler, Indionapolis, Ind Nicholos M. Gripe
California State, Long Beach, Calif. — Jack Howe
Capital, Columbus, Ohio - - Thomos Ludlum
Corlow, Pittsburgh, Pa Thomas A. Hopkins
Cose-Western Reserve, Cleveland, Ohio Donold Marston
Chicogo, Chicago, III - — - Richard L LaVornway
Cincinnoti, Cincinnoti, Ohio - - •• — Donald Shields
Clemson, Clemson, S. Carolina -— — Arthur Feor
Colgate, Hamilton, N.Y - - H. G. Behler
Colorado, Boulder, Colo. —- George Matter
Colorado College, Colorado Springs, Colo. - James A. Johnson
Connecticut, Storrs, Conn. Joseph Seacrist
Cornell, Ithaca, N.Y - Arthur W. Rovine
Cornell College, Mt. Vernon, Iowa Wolter F. Stromer
Creighton, Omaha, Nebraska Rev. H. J. McAuliffe, S.J.
C. W. Post College of L.I. Univ. Greenvole, N.Y Arthur N. Kruger
Dartmouth, Honover, N.H . Herbert L James
Davidson, Dovidson, N.C. - - - - Rev. Will Terry
Delaware, Newark, Del — - Patricio Schmidt
Denison, Granville, Ohio - - - W. R, Dresser
Denver, Denver, Colorado - Glen Strickland
DePauw, Greencastle, Indiana - Robert 0. Weiss
Dickinson, Corlisle, Po. —- Herbert Wing
Duke, Durham, N.C. Joseph Cable Wetherby
Eastern Kentucky Stote, Richmond, Ky — Aimee Alexander
Elizabethtown, Elizabethtown, Pa. Jobie E. Riley
Emerson, Boston, Mass John C. Zacharis
Emory and Henry, Emory, Vo H. Alan Pickrell
Emory, Atlanta, Go. - Glenn Pelham
Evonsville, Evonsviile, Ind. — - Lynne J. Mlady
Foirmont Stote College, W. Va. — Suzonne Snyder
Florida, Goinesville, Flo — Donald E. Willioms
Florida State, Tollohassee, Flo. Gregg Phifer
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Chapter Nome, Address Foculty Sponsor
George Washington, Washington, D.C. _
Georgia, Athens, Georgia
Grinnell College, Grinnell, Iowa
Hamilton, Clinton, N.Y. „
Hampden-Sydney, Hompdon-Sydney, Vo.
Hampton Institute, Hampton, Vo.
Hanover, Honover, Indiana .
Hertford, Hartford, Conn
Howoii, Honolulu, Howaii
Hirom, Hiram, Ohio
Howord, Washington, D. C
Idoho, Moscow, Idaho
Illinois, Champaign, III
Indiana, Bloomington, Ind
Indiana State, Terre Haute, Ind.
lowo State, Ames, Iowa
John Corroll, Cleveland, Ohio .
Kansos, Lawrence, Kansas
Kansas State, Manhotton, Konsas
Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky
Kings, Wilkes Barre, Po. .. .. .
Knox, Golesburg, III.
Lehigh, Bethlehem, Pa. -
Lincoln Memorial, Harrogote, Tenn.
Louisiana State, Baton Rouge, Lo. .
Loyola, Baltimore, Md. .
Loyolo, Chicago, III. .
Monchester, North Manchester, Ind. -
Mankoto, Mankato, Minnesota
Morquette, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Morylond, College Park, Maryland
Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass.
Memphis State, Memphis, Tenn
Mercer, Mocon, Georgia .
Miami, Corol Gables, Flo .
Miomi, Oxford, Ohio
Miami, Middleton, Ohio
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
Michigan Stote, Eost Lansing, Michigan
Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Missouri, Columbia, Missouri
Montono, Missoulo, Montona
Morehouse, Atlonto, Georgia
Morgan State, Boltimore, Md.
Murray State, Murray, Kentucky
Muskingum, New Concord, Ohio ..
Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska
Nevodo, Reno, Nevodo .
New Hampshire, Durham, N.H
New Mexico, Albuquerque, N.M,
New Mexico Highlands, Los Vegos, N.M. -
New York, (University Heights) New York, N.Y.
New York, (Wash. Sq.) New York, N.Y
George F. Henigon, Jr.
Richard C. Husemon
.... William Vanderpool
J. Franklin Hunt
D. M. Allan
Sidney Parhon
. . . Stonley B. Wheater
.  . . Joyce Milliken
Dean Ellis
W. Keith Leonard
.. . Noel Myrick
Tom Jennes
Joseph W. Wenzel
E. C. Chenoweth
_. Theodore J. Walwik
James Weaver
Austin J. Freeley
Donn W. Porson
. Vernon Barnes
.  . Gifford BIyton
_  Robert E. Connelly
Tom Crobtree
. H. Barrett Davis
-- ... Earl H. Smith
Horold Mixon
L, Morgan Lovin
.... Elaine Bruggemeier
.  ... Ronold L. Aungst
... Elizabeth Morehouse
John Lewinski
Bonnie Buenger
Ronald J. Motion
Erma Clanton
Gerre G. Price
J. Robert Olion
Deborah M. Peters
.  Sue DeWine
-  . C. William Colburn
.. Donald P. Cushmon
Bernard L, Brock
James Gibson
Robert Boren
Robert Brisbane
Harold B. Chinn
.  James Albert Tracy
Judson D. Ellerton
Donald 0. Olson
Robert S. Griffin
.... William 0. Gilsdorf
— Wayne C. Eubonk
Wolter F. Brunet
Norman Puffett
Dovid Leahy
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Chapter Name, Address Faculty Sponsor
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina Bert F. Bradley
North Dakota, Grand Forks, N.D. Wm. Semlack and Bernard Brommel
Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa Lillian R. Wagner
Northwestern, Evonston, III. David Zarefsky
Notre Dome, Notre Dome, Ind. Leonard Sommer
Oberlin, Oberlin, Ohio Daniel J. Goulding
Occidental, Los Angeles, Col. Gory K. Paben
Ohio, Athens, Ohio Ted J. Foster
Ohio State, Columbus, Ohio Don Stanton
Ohio Wesleyon, Delaware, Ohio Ed Robinson
Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma Paul Barefield
Oregon, Eugene, Ore C. Richard Keil
Oregon State, Carvallis, Oregon Thurston F. Doler
Pace, New Yark, N.Y. Frank Colbourne
Pacific, Forest Grove, Oregon Albert C. Hingston
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. Michael P. Carr
Pennsylvania State, University Park, Pa. Claytan H. Schug
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. Thamas Kane
Purdue, Lafayette, Indiana Henry L. Ewbank
Queens Callege, Flushing, N.Y Howard I. Streiffard
Randalph-Macon, Ashland, Va. Edgar E. MacDonald
Rhode Island, Kingston, R.I Richard W. Roth
Richmond, Richmond, Va. Max Graeper
Roanoke, Salem, Va. William R. Coulter
Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, N.Y Joseph Fitzpotrick
Rollins, Winter Pork, Flo Dean F. Graunke
Rutgers, New Brunswick, N.J. E. James Goodwin
St. Anselm's, Manchester, N.H. John A. Lynch
St. Cloud State, St. Cloud, Minn William R. McCleary
St. John's University James Hall
St. Lawrence, Canton, N.Y. Joan 0. Donovan
Samfard University, Birmingham, Ala. Brad Bishop
San Francisco State, San Francisco, Calif. Henry E. McGuckin, Jr.
University of Son Francisco James Dempsey
University of California, Santa Barbara, Calif. Kathy Corey
South Alabama, Mobile, Alabama Howard Pelham
South Carolina, Columbia, S. C. Merrill G. Christophersen
South Dakota, Vermillion, S. D James Lancaster
Southern California, Los Angeles, Calif. James McBoth
Southern Methodist, Dallas, Texas Richard Sinzinger
Southwest Missouri State, Springfield, Mo. Richard Stovall
Spring Hill, Mobile, Ala. Bettie Hudgens
Stanford, Polo Alto, Calif. Kenneth Mosier
State Univ. of N.Y. at Albany, Albany, N.Y. Jeanine Rice
State Univ. of N.Y., Harpur College, Binghamton, N.Y. Eugene Vasilew
Susquehonno, Selinsgrove, Pa Larry D. Augustine
Syracuse, Syracuse, N.Y Paul Ray McKee
Tampa, Tampa, Florida Hugh Fellows
Temple, Philadelphia, Pa. Ralph Towne
Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee Norma C. Cook
Texas, Austin, Texas John Schunk
Texas Tech, Lubbock, Texas Vernon R. McGuire
Tulane, New Orleans, La Ralph Calderaro
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Chapter Name, Address Foculty Sponsor
U. S. Novel Acodemy
Ursinus, Coiiegeville, Pa.
Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah
Utah Stote, Logan, Utoh
.. .. Phillip Warken
Joseph E. Vennucchl
George Adomson
Rex E. Robinson
Voldosta State, Voldosta, Go. _
Vanderbilt, Nashville, Tenn.
Vermont, Burlingtan, Vt.
Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.
Virginia Polytechnic, Blocksburg, Va
Wobash, Crowfordsville, Ind.
Wake Forest, Winston-Salem, N.C.
Woshington, Saint Louis, Mo.
Washington, Seattle, Wash.
Washington and Jefferson, Washington, Pa.
Washington ond Lee, Lexington, Va.
Washington State, Pullman, Wash,
Wayne State, Detroit, Michigan .
Waynesburg, Waynesburg, Pa.
Weber Stote, Ogden, Utoh
Wesleyon, Middletown, Conn. .. . _
Western Kentucky Stote, Bowling Green, Ky.
Western Michigan, Kalamozoo, Michigpn
Westminster, New Wilmington, Po.
West Virginia, Morgantown, W. Vo.
Whittier, Whittier, Calif.
Wichita State, Wichita, Kansas
Willomette, Salem, Oregon
William and Mary, Williamsburg, Va.
Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin
Wisconsin-Mi Iwoukee, Milwoukee, Wisconsin
Wittenberg, Springfield, Ohio
Wooster, Wooster, Ohio . . .
Wyoming, Loromie, Wyoming
Helen Thornton
Kossian Kovolcheck
Robert Huber
John Grahom
.  E. A. Hancock
Joseph O'Rourke, Jr.
Merwyn A. Hoyes
Herbert E. Metz
Dr. Donold Douglas
Russell Church
John Schmidt
George W. Ziegelmueller
Deborah M. Blackwood
John B, Heberstreet
Marguerite G. Petty
Randall Capps
Chorles R. Helgesen
Wolter E. Scheid
James E, Pirkle
.  . Geroid G. Paul
_ M. P. Mcorhouse
Howard W. Runkel
Patrick Micken
Dovid L. Vancii
Roymond H. Myer
Ernest Dayka
Gerald H. Sanders
B. Wayne Callaway
Xavier, Cincinnati, Ohio Mark A. Greenberger
Yole, New Haven, Conn.
Yeshivo, New York, N.Y.
Rollin G. Osterweis
Dovid Fleisher
SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
The Delta Signia Rho-Tuu Kappa .Alpha National Council has established
a standard snltscriplion rate of So.00 per year for Speaker and Gavel.
Present policy provieles that new rncnilters, upon election, are provided
with two years of Spcf/Zccr and (divcl free of charge. Life members, further
more, who ha\e paid a Life Patron aluinni membership fee of §100, likewise
regularly recei\'c Speaker and Gavel. Also receiving each issue are the cur
rent chapter sponsors and the libraries of institutions holding a charter in the
organization.
Other individuals and liltraries are welcome to subscribe to Speaker and
Gavel. Subscription orders should be sent to Alltai Press, P. O. Box 368,
Lawrence, Kansas 66044.
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